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Abstract
Resilience is currently an increasing concern in supply chain caused by their globalization, which is
subject to diverse types of disturbances. These disruptions need to be handled in the right way,
compelling the usage of tools that can support resilient supply chain (SC) decisions. To comprehend how
the academic community has been treating such concern we developed a systematic literature review on
supply chain resilience (SCR) with the focus of analysing the development of quantitative methods to
support such decisions. Additionally, SCR published definitions were analysed, where it was found that
there is no consensus in the literature. A sound definition is then proposed, which is supported by a
comprehensive framework that includes the four main identified SCR elements: focus event; adaptive
framing or adaptive response; speed; performance level. Moreover, it is concluded that the usage of
quantitative models, although recognised with a high relevance in SCR, still needs further research as
most of the published work is on the conceptualization of only certain resilience elements, missing an
integrated holistic approach. This should reflect simultaneously the main SC characteristics and SCR
elements. Future directions for the academic community are presented, aiming to guide the future work in
the area. Additionally, using a MILP model the positive influence of SC flow complexity on SCR is
analysed, and is proposed a new objective function that considers simultaneously the economic return
and customer service level pursuing SC resilience while guaranteeing profit and SC responsiveness.
Keywords: Supply Chain Resilience; Quantitative models; Risk; Literature review; Operations
Research; Metrics

1. INTRODUCTION
The world of logistics and Supply Chain (SC) represents a
fairly recent field of focus for science [1]. Not that the
inherent activities did not exist, but simply were not
considered foundations for the organizations and therefore
did not require the effort of studying advancements and
efficiency increments.
History provides several examples where, primitive, supply
chain had to be implemented; from the Silk Road to the
everlasting examples of human drive for armed conflict. Until
1950s, is from the military that most of the effort on the study
of Supply Chain and Logistics is due [2]. The very condition
of an armed conflict implies moving large quantities of
personnel and goods to different locations and in such
circumstances, a lack of supplies, manpower or information

could have tremendous consequences. Implicitly the need to
address logistics as a main goal has emerged: getting the
right goods to the right place at the right time.
After the Second World War, Logistics was also embraced
by civilian's enterprises, acknowledging the fact that one's
market can be much broader than its immediate
surroundings. The revolutionary way of thinking business
globally created concerns on how to create value. Supply
Chain no longer were to be simple and a new approach to
Supply Chain Management (SCM) was necessary. The SCM
concept was for the first time identified by [3], and from then
on has evolved.
Supply Chain Management (SCM) definition is not however
linear or absolute, since it differs between different authors
[4].Nevertheless, it always includes the flows of goods from

source to the final client, involving different tiers in between
echelons. The most common definition of SCM takes into
consideration that SCM not only manages the logistics side
of an operation, but it is also responsible for the relationships
between the different players, with data sharing having
increasingly a higher importance [5].
With globalization, SCM became a main organizational
concern and the process of increasing SC efficiency is in
constant development, turning SC structures more complex
and optimized for maximum profit under normal
circumstances. Decision makers are left with a high quantity
of information heightening the knowledge of turning data into
quantitative metrics as highly relevant, [6]. Additionally,
economic activities and society pressures related to
environmental concerns have changed many of SCM
procedures and a sustainable global business has become a
mainstream enterprise strategy leading to a swift from direct
flows SC to Closed Loop Supply Chain (CLSC), where not
only forward but also reverse flows and activities are
considered [1], [7]. The added complexity of reverse logistics
is brought from the need to better deal with e-commerce, reuse of products or customer service [8]. This complexity of
flows lead to an increased importance related to the location
of individual entities and how they interact [9]–[11]
Companies and academics have been involved in a joint
effort to deeply study SC as a whole, including the
characterization of its elements, besides the flow of goods,
in what is described as Triple-bottom-line dimensions of
organizations sustainability - the creation of sustainable
supply chain [12], [13]. The results are shown with the
creation of models or frameworks applied to case studies,
for example IKEA's corporate social responsibility in global
supply chain [14]. Different reviews on the topic have been
published, showing the increased importance of the concept
at both academic and industrial levels [15], [16].
In this changing context where sustainable globalization is
playing an increased role and where SC are now more
exposed to disruptions, Supply Chain Resilience (SCR) has
emerged, but little attention has yet received, turning this
topic underdeveloped, hence creating an opportunity to
further study [5], [17]. Building awareness and knowledge
regarding Supply Chain Risk Management (SCRM) and
SCR is an important matter of interest since disruptions,
even with low probability of happening, can cause severe
impacts on companies if happening. Underestimate or not
being able to foresee the occurrence and consequences of
an event can lead to disruptions with high impact on SC
operations, regardless the SC dimension or direct field of
business. Complex networks for flows of goods and
information lead inevitably to business being dependent of
global interference. However, the focus on disruptions must
be done individually to each operation, considering that the
same event for disruption can cause different results on
different SC. Thus addressing SCR is a key factor for a
sustainable advantage.
In this document, we aim at providing a state of the art on
how academics working in SC have been addressing
resilience and also an approach to Modelling and Analysing
SCR. Two main objectives are pursued: to understand how
SCR has been understood by the academic community; and
to understand the development made on quantitative
methods/models to support complex supply chain decisions

when resilience is at stake. A set of research questions was
defined where these objectives are explored. A new
framework to support a sound SCR analysis is proposed,
which results into a comprehensive new SC Resilience
definition. The interaction of the risk concept and SCR is
analysed and the work progresses by focusing on the
development of quantitative SCR. A study on the methods
used to build such models, the techniques used as well as
the decision levels treated is presented before addressing
SCR metrics and strategies. With new information, research
gaps and future directions for SCR are presented aiming to
guide future work in the area.
Taken as basis the review performed, that identified
quantitative models as crucial to better understand and to
provide useful information to decision makers concerning
SCR, a model to analyse the SCR is also explored in this
work. The work by Cardoso et al [41] was taken as basis
and the study was developed considering two main research
goals, which aim to understand: how maximizing SC
complexity may contribute to SCR; and how a resilient SC
can also be designed towards more responsiveness (e.g.
high service levels) considered at the design stage. This was
achieved by working on the definition of the adequate
Objective Function and several case-studies were studied.
Following this objective, a MILP model was applied to
GAMS. Firstly, to test the SC complexity against resilience
performance by maximizing SC Flow Complexity, and then
test such configurations against the disruptive events
allowing an analysis and comparison of SC performance
under disruptive events. Then, the results from deploying a
new objective function are presented aiming to reach a
higher level of responsiveness.
In the end of this paper, conclusions and suggestions for
future work are presented.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Here is presented a Systematic Literature Review that aims
to provide a clarification of concepts, definitions while
reviewing the current state of the art for the field of SCR with
a particular interest in quantitative models for Complex
Supply Chains.
The work here unveiled develops a content analysis,
ensuring the validity of the results and conclusions.
Following a structure similar to that presented on [16], a
systematic literature review is performed with a solid
methodology regarding the preparation, collection and
analysis of information collected. The following steps are
considered: research questions definition, previous literature
reviews analysis, material collection, descriptive analysis,
category selection and material evaluation.
With this work we aim at providing a state of the art on how
academics working in SC have addressed resilience under
the change as how global economy is propelled. This
literature review provides new information extracted from a
new proposed framework to analyse SCR definitions, which
lead to a comprehensive new SCR definition. We present a
study on the interaction of risk concept and SCR. The work
is then developed by focusing on quantitative SCR models.
A study on the methods used to build such models, the
techniques used as well as the decision level involved
before addressing SCR metrics and strategies, with a

comprehensive collection of resilience metrics. It is also an
objective to approach the challenges brought by Modelling
and Analysing Supply Chain Resilience. First, by developing
a quantitative model to study the relationship between SCR
and SC Flow Complexity. Second, by developing a new
objective function integrating not only economical concerns
but also SC performance metrics. With such information,
research gaps and future directions for the scientific field are
presented in order to guide future work.
Research Questions
Previous to any result, work must be guided by a set of
Research Questions that are an essential part of a literature
review, guiding not only the answers provided in the end but
also the efforts done throughout the whole research.
1.
How resilience has been defined in supply chain?
2.
How resilience and risk have been related in supply
chain?
3.
What type of supply chain structure have been
considered when addressing resilience?
4.
At what decision level have formal models being
developed?
5.
Which operations research methods are most used
in modelling Supply Chain Resilience?
6.
Which resilience quantitative metrics have been
used?
7.
What kind of risk mitigation strategies have being
suggested by the current research?
8.
What challenges still lie for research on resilience in
supply chains and which future directions should be taken?
Previous Literature Reviews
The set of scientific publications here analysed and studied
in further detail are the result of a search on Web of Science
database under the terms "supply chain" AND resilience
AND review. An initial set of 46 publications was identified,
which was then refined in order to address the concerns
regarding Literature Reviews on SC Resilience, resulting in
only three documents to be analysed.
[18] performed a systematic review on the research
development of SCR with special focus on the
conceptualization of SCR, its definition, models and phases
(readiness, response, recovery and growth). A total of 67
publications from years 2003 to 2013 were analysed.
On the systematic review from [17], 100 publications from
the years 2000-2014 are reviewed in order to state the
research development on SC Resilience, it also develops a
framework on the phases of SCR, different from those
referred previously (Anticipation, Resistance and Recover &
Response) as well as other formalization on "Supply Chain
Resilience Principles. It takes into consideration the different
decision levels, from strategic to operational, and the current
reality with supply chain getting more complex, with
information assuming a key role when aiming at a resilient
operation. An extensive conceptual analysis on SCR is
presented, from its definition to the difference between risk
and uncertainty, where uncertainty was seen as related with
unpredictable events or in other terms unknown-unknown
risks.
[19] through a Systematic Review of the literature reviewed
48 publications from 1996 to 2009, considering the
problematic brought by SCR with particular emphasis on the
behaviour of SC Networks due to its design and
organization. The focus on Network Design comes as a

result of the economic development that lead to bigger and
more intricate relationships between several actors, leading
to the definition of a Holistic Supply Chain to define a ”set of
SC that are interdependent”.
It is noticeable an evolution through time on research for SC
and Resilience, with an increase in publications from 2003
and concentrated in regions where the industry is more
susceptible to outsourcing risks. A clear definition on SCR is
of great importance when sharing knowledge in a global
scale.
Disruptive risks as well as recovery and reaction strategies
can be categorized on the type of action and thinking it
implies [17]. [18] divides the different possible strategies in
two categories, proactive or reactive strategies and [19]
adds a third one concerning the anticipation and awareness
of events. The authors approach resilience strategies in a
rather qualitative manner, providing a set of strategies that
can produce results on SCR without providing performance
metrics to quantify the impact of a particular strategy on SC
operations.
Material Collection
Table 1 - Material collection results

The material collection procedures resulted in an initial set of
152, Table 1, that due to exclusions and duplicates was
reduced to 39 individual publications in a timespan from
2009 until 2016.
Descriptive Analysis
Some publications are responsible for a vast part of the
citations, and it is perceptible a weight increase on
publications from Portugal (from 6% of publications, 3
papers, a 16% of citations was obtained) and diminishing
citations of publications from Iran, Australia or South Korea.
Publications regarding SCR and its quantification are on an
incremental path, with 2016 being the year with most
identified
publications,
demonstrating
the
growing
awareness regarding Resilience. Publications are spread
through several journals, much due to the imprecise
definition of resilience (publications on risk or sustainability
journals) and the applied nature of many publications drive
such publication to be done on specific journals. The most
common words are listed and besides the expected ”Supply”
”Chain” and ”resilience” other words are commonly present
in titles, such as ”Network”, ”risk” and ”disruption”. These
three words are, to some extent, representative of the
present state of the art, with resilience being applied in the
context of the design of SC Networks, as well as the study
on how to deal with SC disruptions and the relationship with
risk management.
Category Selection
Information from the analysed publications must be
compatible in order to be possible to retrieve information
from a vast set of sources and positively approach the

research questions. Publications were listed with its content
based on 4 Structural Dimensions Type of Supply Chain;
Decision Level of SCM; Publication Approach; and Model,
which includes the Operation Research (OR) method used;
the existence of true resilience metrics and observed
industry.
Supply Chain Resilience Definition (Research Question 1)
Resilience in SC context has been described in a simpler
and broader terms by several authors, by implicitly stating
that SCR can be described as the ability for the SC to
withstand changes of steady-state and converge to the
original state or to a new desirable state [20]–[26]. There are
examples of succinct definitions with interesting approaches
including elements such as concept of time in terms of
speed [27] or chronology position to a disruption or
disturbance [28]. The explanation of the goals or
performance measures under SCR has not been set in the
earliest definitions however, some authors introduce the
concept in short definitions [29]–[31]. More complex and
complete definitions, in its majority, are more recent and
tend to combine several elements present on earlier and
simpler definitions.
From the analysed literature is possible to purpose a new
framework to understand, evaluate and create SCR
Definitions. The framework here presented, Figure 1, relies
on four pillars: Adaptive Framing or Stage Adaptive
Response; Speed; Performance Level; Focus Event. From
the framework analysis, a comprehensive but simple new
definition is proposed, resulting from the discussion of the
five pillars defined before:
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A resilient supply chain should be able to prepare, respond
and recover from disturbances and afterwards maintain a
positive steady state operation in an acceptable cost and
time.
Risk on Supply Chain Resilience (Research Question 2)
The relationship between Supply Chains and Risk is present
in SCR, being this discipline derived from SCRM and SCM
[32], [33]. [34] states that there is an already acknowledged
relationship between Supply Chain Vulnerability (SCV) and
SCRM, proposing that the three concepts are
complementary for a well-designed SC. [35] creates a
framework for SCRM where SC Risk is represented as
primary concept, whereas vulnerability and resilience appear
aggregated. The two terms appear related, however
Resilience is perceived with a good connotation unlike
vulnerability that has a negative connotation [31]. [34]
categorize velocity of risk events in three different
approaches: the rate that the event happens; the rate that
the event fades; how quickly the event is discovered. SCR
can provide the tools and knowledge to complement
traditional risk management techniques [17]. The concept
Zone of Balanced Resilience is proposed by [36], as the
optimal location for firms to choose. This goal is met by

finding an equilibrium between the exposure to risk, and
consequent increase in vulnerabilities, and the increasing
capabilities that can cause erosion of profits.
Supply Chain Resilience quantitative models and
Supply Chain Management decision level (Research
Questions 3, 4 and 5)
Decisions related to Strategic thought are the most common,
with SCR being a property of the network as a whole.
Therefore, consequences on SCR quantification come from
upper levels of decision. The intricate relationship leads to
most of the authors to consider tactical factors synchronized
with strategic concerns.
From the set of papers that deploy a model on a case study
it is not possible to identify any prominent field of application,
with nine publications not identifying specifically the industry
of the presented example. It is possible to identify multiple
models that focus on the same industry as, for example, the
case of aeronautics or retail industry. Using case studies is
the preferred method to test the model with real life
scenarios and it can provide information to meet its
objectives and ultimately aid decision making on improving
SCR. The methods present in the different publications are
concentrated in three main modelling approaches:
Optimization, Simulation and Decision Analysis. Authors
proceed with different approaches on the construction of
quantitative models, much depending on its goals regarding
the scope, depth and application of the particular model.
Strategies and Metrics applied in Supply Chain
Resilience quantitative models (Research Questions 6
and 7)
From our research, only three publications [37]–[39] quantify
SCR in a Single Index per si and using a set of 21 factors to
measure Resilience goals of a particular SC. Most of the
identified publications tend to incorporate SCR factors in the
models, being those factors crucial for results
interpretations, however do not aim at creating a SCR Index.
From the identified set, it is possible to extract 48 resilience
factors. Most of the strategies and metrics can be described
as a concern from economic or customer demand
performance, as well as SC network parameters.
Research Gaps and Future Directions
The recurrent need for the extensive characterization of the
term Resilience in SC context comes from the fact of not
existing a clear definition of SC Resilience, for its different
possible uses. Researchers should converge to a stable SC
Resilience definition, embracing the fact that SC Resilience
is an aggregating concept, involving expertise already
created on other fields of SCM, such as Risk Management.
Develop efforts on SC Resilience strategies on the different
SC decision levels to mitigate the lack of strategies focusing
on the operational level is a path to follow. The need to
tackle the issue imposed by the complexity of real life
systems is something still to be explored.
Within the analysed literature is noticeable a relationship
between risk and resilience that is perceptible when
addressing chronological evolution. SC Resilience come as
the latter term, appearing as an aggregation term allowing
further development in the specific field. Classical Risk
management can be seen as a procedure to mitigate low
impact and frequent risks, often neglecting high impact risks
as is the case of low probability disruptions [40], resilience

awareness can mitigate such neglect. The combination of
such concepts should be further researched. The integration
of different OR methods should also be explored as for
instance decision analysis methods combined with
optimization will allow translation of qualitative concepts
often present in SC resilience models into quantified forms.
Performance metrics take a key role but are only appropriate
if they accurately measure the transient results along several
tiers of the SC and for different disruptive scenarios. This is
still an area for further research due to its relevance for the
use of SC Resilience models.
3. MODELLING AND ANALYSING SUPPLY CHAIN RESILIENCE
In order to be able to discuss how different SC networks
behave towards resilience, a five echelons SC was
considered, Figure 2, where reverse flows are also be
possible to occur. Such echelons involve: Raw Material
Suppliers; Plants that can also function as Disassembling
Centres with end of life products; Warehouses with added
value activities as reconditioning non-conforming products;
Outsourcing contractors as alternative to plants production
and finally Markets. Taking as point of origin [41] work, a set
of cases are to be studied allowing to compare and construe
results.
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Five cases are studied regarding how the SC network can
be designed to achieve higher resilience: Case A - a forward
supply chain; Case B - similar to A, but now integrating also
reverse flows between consecutive echelons; Case C similar to B, but plants and markets can directly exchange
products, thus bypassing the warehouses; Case D - similar
to B, but with the possibility of transhipment at plants,
disassembling centres and warehouses; Case E - the most
general case, encompassing all the previous ones. It is a
closed-loop SC where plants send directly products to
markets and can also receive directly from markets the endof-life products. Transhipment is allowed at plants,
warehouses and disassembling centres.”
Whilst considering strategic decisions, it is not needed to
possess meticulous control on time details but rather
consider large periods of time, a timespan of 15 years is
considered with intervals of five years. Uncertainty was also
considered in the SC demand and on Disruptions. A
scenario tree is then constructed combining the two sources
of uncertainty. Demand variability is introduced by
generating a scenario on each period from a set of three
possibilities (Pessimistic, Realistic or Optimistic). The result
probabilistic nodes are then combined with the variability
from the disruption that can only assume two options, or it
occur or it does not occur on a specific time period to
consider.
Model description

The Mixed Integer Linear Programming model developed by
[41] is taken as base to the work here presented and was
adapted to this work goals. This is applied to the problem
above described where the multi-product, multi-period model
considering demand uncertainty.
Parameters
A set of important parameters describing the
SC performance are chosen to represent and compare the
several runs. Flow Complexity - Total number of material
flows in the network; NPV - Net Present Value - Calculated
for each scenario and time period; FCI - Fixed Capital
Investment; Investment - The total investment in the SC
infrastructure, not including transportation costs; Inventory Inventory present in warehouses; Purchases - Total
purchases; Sales - Total sales; Expected Customer Service
Level (ECSL) - The percentage of demand not met.
Objective Function
In this case, we will follow our problem description and will
provide enough information to infer on the impact of SC
Network Complexity and its behaviour when faced with a
disruptive scenario. Two objective functions are studied.
(1)

(2)

A first one will consider the maximization of the network flow
complexity,(1), as this would return a network configuration
with maximum flow complexity (FC). This model formulation,
although returning a SC with the maximum amount of flows
feasibly possible do not take into consideration economic
concerns, leading to solutions that may have a
low´performance in financial terms. This issue can be
tackled by setting additional constraints, for instance.
However, this method was not followed due to its implication
on reality representaiton.
The second step is to retrieve the network configuration and
then study how much such network configuration maximize
the economic return, based on the Expected Net Present
Value (2). By proceeding using this method and its
maximization it is ensured a network with maximum FC with
the most advantageous economic performance to the
company.
Case Study
The presented model is implemented on a Case Study, the
same as the original work [41] in order to allow for
comparison of results. An European SC is considered with
the values associated scaled down, due to confidentiality
reasons. The initial SC is formed by one plant, one
warehouse, four raw material suppliers, three final products
suppliers and 18 markets. In order to improve SC’s capacity
to withstand disruptive events, while expanding its business,
the company is studying several possibilities and acquire the
best information possible to make an informed decision. In
broad terms, the company is willing to reconfigure the
existent SC by upgrading the technologies used on the
current entities or invest in the introduction of new elements;
Plants, suppliers or Warehouses. There is a set of costs,
restrictions and characteristics that shape the model and its
feasibility space.
Model formulation allows for the introduction of changes in
the model scenario, allowing for the SC to perform under

four operational conditions; one reference case with perfect
operational conditions and three examples of disruptions,
chosen following failure modes defined by Rice & Caniato,
(2003) [Disruption 1 (Production Facilities), Disruption 2
(Supply) and Disruption 3 (Transportation)].
4.

RESULTS

As possible disruptions to a SC usually are Known-Unknown
risks, or even Unknown-Unknown, therefore the strategic
decision must be based on an option to cope with a set of
scenarios to be better prepared for such events. Thus for
each SC case, two configurations are established based on
the SC network provided for the two objective functions.
These network designs are implemented for each disruption
scenario and its results are analysed and discussed. The
MILP model is develop using GAMS software, and is run for
a gap of 5%.
Case A

The variation on expected NPV (ENPV) between the
different operational conditions, Table 2, is relevant and is
enough reason to address better ways to cope with this kind
of events. Facing Disruption 1 operation faces a loss of 15%
in ENPV, Disruption 2 a loss of 9% and Disruption 3 a loss
of 7%. ENPV results from ENPV maximization, Table 3, are
always lower than the results from the more complex
network. For Disruption 1, where the system reacts the
worst, is where that gap is higher, becoming a candidate
justification for investment regarding SC Resilience
concerns. The loss in ENPV by incrementing complexity (0.01E7€) is easily compensated by the gains in disruption
scenario 1 and 2 (0.15E7€ and 0.1E7€), representing gains
of 9% and 5% respectively.
The disruptive scenarios cause severe impacts on service
level with reductions of 26%, 16% and 12% for disruptions 1,
2 and 3 respectively. Adopting a more complex network
provides significant increases in ECSL for the different
disruptive scenarios: 21%, 15% and 9% for disruptions 1, 2
and 3 respectively.
Case B

With the reference network configuration, disruptions cause
a decrease on expected ENPV of 14%, 7% and 6% for
disruptions 1, 2 and 3 respectively, Table 4 and 5.
Comparing the several model runs, Disruption 1 produces
the most negative impact, similarly with Case A. When no
disruption is present a variation of -0.03E7e in ENPV is
expected, when the SC shifts to a more complex network the

ENPV variation in Disruptions 1 and 2 are positive, 7% and
3% respectively, compared with the reference configuration.
This gain is more than the double of the cost if no disruption
is present.
The difference in ECSL is small when no disruption is
present, the same does not happen in the case of a
disruption happening. Again, the more complex structure
allows for a better performance in responding to customer
demand. If the SC does not acquire a more complex
configurations disruptions cause a decrease of service level
of 26%, 16% and 10% for disruptions 1, 2 and 3
respectively. In a more complex configuration the SC can
have that performance improved by 21%, 15% and 7% for
disruptions 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
Case C

Results are different from previous runs in the sense that
there is not the same trend, being Disruption 2 the one that
causes a bigger impact, instead of Disruption 1, see Tables
6 and 7. However, this configuration still provides better
results than SC configurations from Cases A and B. The
failure in supply and not having the possibility to allow
transhipment, turns the consequence inevitable since it does
not allow for other entities to compensate the lack of goods
which will eventually impact ECSL and expected ENPV. The
leaner SC has a decrease in ENPV of 19%, 30% and 10%
for disruptions 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The more complex
network still provides higher ENPV when a disruption does
occur, improving the performance in 14%, 27% and 5% for
disruptions 1, 2 and 3 respectively. While the leaner SC
leads to a decrease in ECSL (16%, 28% and 1% for
disruptions 1, 2 and 3 respectively), a more complex network
can help mitigating that effects by improving such results by
14%, 25% and 1% for disruptions 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
Case D

From the results provided, Tables 8 and 9, applying the
reference configuration, disruptions cause a ENPV decrease
of 19%, 7% and 6% for disruptions 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
These results can be improved by 13% and 3% for
disruptions 1 and 2 respectively, if a more complex network
is deployed.
ECSL is also hit by the disruptive events imposed to the SC
operation. While the leaner configuration leads to a
decrease of 24%, 16% and 10% for disruptions 1, 2 and 3
respectively, the more complex network allows for a steady
service level of around 80%, improving the alternative
configuration by 22%, 13% and 7% for disruptions 1, 2 and 3
respectively.

Case E

There is a more evident benefit, from deploying a more
complex SC, in terms of ECSL. An improvement,
percentually, higher than that obtained in ENPV, Table 13.
The notable shift is made possible by the increase flexibility
and redundancy allowed by the higher amount of entities
and flows involved.

From the results, Tables 10 and 11, it is perceptible that for
both network configurations ENPV and complexity are
impacted in different magnitudes for the different disruptions.
Disruption 1 is the scenario that influences ENPV the most,
whereas Disruption 2 is the scenario that affects CSL with
an increased impact. If in other cases disruption 3,
presented as a case where a trade-off between ENPV and
CSL had to be made, in this case the max complexity
network provides better results in both ENPV and CSL. For
the network with fewer flows allowed, the NPV variations
resulted in a decrease of 20%, 20% and 10% for disruptions
1, 2 and 3 respectively. On the other hand, applying the
more complex network the results of ENPV during the
disruptive events are improved by 15%, 16% and 5% for
disruptions 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
With the maximization of complexity, the SC can return
ECSL higher than 90% in all scenarios, even when a
disruption does occur. When a leaner network is
implemented disruptive scenarios cause a decrease in
service level of 13% and 19% for disruptions 1 and 2
respectively. Applying the network with a higher amount of
permitted flows leads to an improvement of 14%, 19% and
1% for disruptions 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
5.

DISCUSSION

After running the model with the two types of network
configurations for four different scenarios and for five types
of SC design it is possible to address the question at hand:
Does network complexity allows for better resilience?
From the above study, it can be concluded that obtained
results vary not only from SC complexity but also due to its
base structures (e.g. forward or closed-loop) and with the
different type of disruption. Different disruptions cause
different results and so decision makers should have enough
information to make the most acceptable decision
considering model results and available information.
The model developed was run on a 15 year period, allowing
to be robust in aiding strategic decision, as is the case of
defining a SC network design. The vast majority of results
provide benefits, in ENPV and Costumer Service Level.
The difference in ENPV return, in disruptive scenarios
between the more complex and a leaner SC is always
positive, Table 12 (Mean Δ Disruptions), providing better
return than not investing in preventive configuration.

Disruption 1, fail of production facilities, has transversally the
greatest negative impact in operation’s quality and
consequently on economic return. It is also the disruption
where the company can retrieve the most economical gains
from applying a more complex network. This results
characteristic might be from the lack of alternatives in the
production side, with the SC not being able to present
enough final products to its network causing a cascading
effect.
In Disruption 2, there is a steady increase of CSL but the
results of ENPV depend on the type of SC involved. It is
fundamental an increase in flexibility to cope with the lack of
raw materials upstream, otherwise is where leaner SC can
suffer the most, much due to the lack of alternative options
downstream to manage the units available in the SC as a
whole.
On the other side, a transportation failure, represented by
Disruption 3, is the one that produces the smaller impact on
performance levels. This disruption is based on the
elimination of a particular set of flows between entities.
Flows that can be essential, or not, to the SC. Therefore, this
result must be interpreted concerning the particular flows
that were disrupted. In this case having a SC with more flow
options allowed for higher quantities of products to find
alternative routes thus improving ECSL.
As final analysis, it is relevant to compare these results with
those from the original publication, aimed at maximizing
ENPV for each SC structure and scenario. As expected,
since it is not maximized for ENPV in every scenario, our
results produce a network with lower ENPV but with a tradeoff for better ECSL. It can be said that investing in proactive
resilient Supply Chain Design can reduce losses, generate
value to companies and reduce the need for reactive
strategies, in case of facing a disruptive event. We are also
capable of attesting the positive correlation between the
increased SC complexity with positive outcome in case of
some disruptions, as suggested by [41] in their study.
6. RESILIENCE AND ECONOMIC OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
Most common objective functions rely on maximizing only
one type of factors, usually financial or some kind of SC
performance metric. Besides ENPV maximization, another
element to be inserted into the new objective function relies
on the resilience quantification based on what was described
by several authors [37], [42], [43], where resilience is
quantified by customer service level. Based on these two

concerns a new approach on the original problem is to be
presented, merging economic and resilience concerns into
one objective function.
New Objective Function
The new objective function is the maximization of the
summation of two factors.

The first term represents the economic concern by creating
a variation rate between the new found solution and ENPV
return from running the model with the original objective
function, in the scenario without disruption. The second
term, allows for the introduction of the concern of meeting
customer demand by using a fraction of the unsatisfied
demand. It is expected that this characteristic will lead to an
increase in ECSL and an decrease of ENPV when
compared with reference values.
The model is based on the one described previously,
parameters and constrains remain similar and to
accommodate the new objective function a new scalar has
to be defined, regarding the reference value for ENPV. For
each type of SC (Case A to E), the same objective function
is to be used in all scenarios however, the network
configuration will be fixed by that which come as a result of
the model run when there is no disruption. In this way it is
possible to compare the obtained results with the ones of the
previous model runs and test its resilient behaviour.
Case NA

From Table 14 it can be seen that between disruptions there
are significant ENPV variations, with Disruption 3 returning
the higher value and with the smallest percentual variation to
the results from ENPV maximization, 10%. Other disruptions
also negatively affect the ENPV, with reductions of 11% and
53% for Disruptions 1 and 2 respectively. The new element
leads to significant improvement in service quality leading to
an ECSL of above 85% for all disruption, a value better than
that returned by the reference case. Comparatively there are
variations of 35%, 24% and 22% for Disruptions 1, 2 and 3
respectively. This effort to meet customer demand comes
from added complexity but also from an increased amount of
purchases of final products from outsourcing.
Case NB

Due to the OF elements, ENPV values are expected to be
lower than those from the reference configuration to all
cases, a result perceptible in Table 15, with Disruption 1
returning the lowest value and Disruption 3 the higher for the
new SC network configuration. These decreases in value
represent a variation of -15%, -10% and -6% for Disruptions
1, 2 and 3 respectively when compared to the reference
results. On the other hand, there is a significant increase in
the SC responsiveness, with ECSL being always above

90%, even during disruptions, representing values higher
than those provided by the original model when no
disruption was present. Comparatively it produces better
results than the reference configuration by 43%, 30% and
26% for Disruptions 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
Case NC

In Case NC, Table 16, there is an interesting result when no
disruption occur, the new OF reaches an value above one,
which means that for a small decrease in NPV the
responsiveness of the SC, can be improved to levels that
almost reach the plenitude of meting customer demand.
Disruption 2 stands out with a higher impact on ENPV, with
variations of -1%, -28% and 2% for Disruptions 1, 2 and 3
respectively. This means that, for Disruption 3, this new OF
provided a network that provides a better economic return,
interestingly with a lower value for complexity. ECSL is
beneficed by the new SC network configuration providing
higher levels of service, with variations of 13%, 22% and 2%
for Disruptions 1, 2 and 3 respectively. With this, Disruption
2 is not only the event that cause the most damage but also
the one that provides the higher percentual increase in
service quality. The improvement in ECSL is much due to
the increase in investment but also due to the increment in
Purchase activity to meet the demand.
Case ND

Concerning the present OF, Disruption 2 returns the lowest
value. This result is due to the high decrease of ENPV,
representing a negative variation of nearly 50%, which is not
compensated by the increase in ECSL. The other
disruptions also lead to lower economical returns however,
with smaller proportions representing -14%, -47% and -9%
for Disruptions 1, 2 and 3 respectively. In line with other
cases, ECSL is higher in this model with costumer demand
being met nearly 90% of the times of all the disruptions
represented. This represents an improvement from the
reference case of 32%, 27% and 28% for Disruptions 1, 2
and 3 respectively.
Case NE

For this case, when no disruption is present, the OF value is
higher than one, which means a SC network very similar to
that present in the reference case, with the added benefit of
the new OF providing a maximum value for ECSL. While
Disruptions 1 and 3 provide a limited impact on ENPV, -2%
and 3% respectively, Disruption 2 causes a variation of -69%
if compared with the reference case. Although the new SC
network provides better ECSL, with all disruptive events
reaching values above 92%, it is the case where the
percentual variation between new and reference OF is

smaller, with 12%, 19% and 2% for Disruptions 1, 2 and 3
respectively.
Discussion
Considering that during the decision making process, there
must be a trade-off between the gains in ECSL and losses in
ENPV a balance achieved in this trade-off procedure
ensures a better fit between the model results and the
challenges created by a real scenario decision. From the
results obtained one can conclude that it is possible to
improve normal and under disruption operations with an
acceptable amount of money, valuing the trade-off that lead
to an increase in the SC responsiveness and consequently
in the quality of service provided to customers. As expected,
the main improvement is seen on ECSL, with an orientation
to the SC responsiveness that leads to better ECSL in all
conditions generated, with or without disruptive events,
Table 19.

It is also evident that Disruption 2 causes the biggest impact
on ENPV, for all the Cases considered. The disruption, a
lack of supplies, is compensated based on the objective
function, where a high importance given to high ECSL the
system has to adjust in accordance by incrementing the
purchase of final products in order to meet the gap left bt the
disruptive event. Disruption 3 is the event that causes the
less amount of variation regarding ENPV, even in two cases
it is possible to combine the increase of economic return
with a better performance. In case NC it is even possible to
meat that objective with a SC with a lower flow complexity, a
result due to the unique characteristics of the SC in study
and the particular disruption.
7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

event. It is also possible to attest the positive correlation
between the increased SC complexity with positive outcome
in case of some disruptions, as suggested [41] in their study.
Additionally, is important to note that a SCR analysis has to
be a customized work for each SC, due to the direct impact
of disruptions dependent on the type of SC operation and
network. This consequence, brought to light in the results,
makes the quality of information a key factor for success.
The work already done leaves research gaps that still must
be addressed in order to better understand SCR its
consequences and relevant parameters. Future work can
provide useful and relevant advances to SC field of study in
several lines of study:
 The model used in this work did not take into
consideration any negative aspects of low
responsiveness leading to the failure of fulfilling
demand and consequently to the original results with
low ECSL. This issue was tackled by the new
proposed OF, with the introduction of a operational
performance parcel leading to a Resilience Metric.
However, there is still the need to better represent
the impact of lost orders both economically and to
the company’s awareness by customers.
 The relationship between SC Flow Complexity,
ENPV and ECSL is one of relevant interest and still
has space for more study, for instance establishing
the boundaries where incrementing Flow Complexity
or ECSL lead to an increase of ENPV.
 In OF with several elements there is an evident
need for defining weight that represent faithfully the
objective of companies, crucial to representative and
acceptable model results.
 Prospection of more recent OR methods, taking
advantage of more recent work done in other fields
of Science. For instance an effort to establish an
relationship between the work done in Computer
Science and this kind of SC optimization problems.
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